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NONI BEACH

A hidden gem at the foot of the Caribbean Sea, 

Noni Beach, a St. Thomas Resort, delivers an 

unrivaled U.S. Virgin Islands experience. Intimate 

and all-new, guests will discover oceanfront 

boutique-style rooms and suites, locally-inspired 

cuisine, an infinity pool with cabanas and swim-up 

bar, and an unparalleled Virgin Islands beach.

St. Thomas

www.nonibeachresort.com
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FRENCHMAN’S REEF BEACH RESORT AND SPA

A beacon of the U.S. Virgin Islands, the all-new 

Frenchman’s Reef Beach Resort and Spa sits high 

above the Caribbean Sea. Enjoy breathtaking 

views, elevated style, gourmet dining, a full-

service spa, and island excursions. Designed for 

adventurers and leisure-seekers searching for an 

authentic, world-class Caribbean island experience.

St. Thomas

www.frenchmansreefstthomas.com
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One of the fabulous things about shopping in St. Thomas is the 

incredible variety of merchandise that can be found on what is 

sometimes referred to as the Miracle Mile. In fact, the active part of 

the island’s Main Street shopping area is barely a quarter-mile long. 

Along the alleys and side streets, shops large and small offer a well-

priced assortment of exclusive, opulent, amazing merchandise.

Although many of the large shops 

on Main Street and at the cruise 

ship docks have branches around 

the Caribbean and the world, this 

island is their home base. For one or 

two of Main Street’s notable shops, 

St. Thomas is their only location. 

And they are all in competition to 

bring you, the customer, one of 

the most varied arrays of high-end 

merchandise available anywhere. 

Nowhere else will you find luxury 

items at such excellent value.

Jewelry makes up a large portion 

of Main Street offerings. All of the 

top brands and watch lines are 

represented. Many stores focus on a 

featured product, whether pearls or 

colored diamonds, giving buyers the 

opportunity to select from a wide 

assortment. St. Thomas merchants 

are friendly competitors, willing to 

direct you to a shop that will please 

if you’re on the hunt for a particular 

item or style. To further sweeten your 

shopping experience, bargaining is 

accepted. Don’t be afraid to ask and 

you will likely end up with a better 

price than you hoped for. 

Seek out special treasures in the 

smaller shops. You’re sure to find a 

store whose buyer shares your sense 

of style. St. Thomas shoppers come 

back year after year to the same store, 

often to the same salesperson, for 

special purchases.

in St. Thomas
Shopping
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St. Thomas is the place to find 

elegant accessories, whether it’s a 

fine writing instrument, designer 

sunglasses, evening bags, or leather 

goods. There are figurines and 

objets d’art from Lalique to Hummel 

to Lladro and you’ll find a great 

selection of crystal, silver, fine china, 

casual wear, and swimsuits. When it 

comes to electronics and cameras, 

you’ll find brand names at the best 

prices. Don’t forget to look for local 

and hand produced items, which 

make great souvenirs.

Shoppers find themselves wanting 

to come back to St. Thomas over 

and over again. Even if you’re not a 

shopper, just browsing through the 

shops is an awesome experience. 

And everything is duty free, a 

savings you’ll see on the price tag. 

Maybe even more impressive—there 

is no sales tax. That’s a savings you’ll 

see on your bottom line, and a key 

point of information to remember 

as you work your way through your 

wish list.
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By Vincent “Doc” Palancia

In four distinct places in the U.S. Virgin Islands, you can travel 

back in time. These are the territory’s Historic Districts— 

portions of Frederiksted and Christiansted in St. Croix, Charlotte 

Amalie in St. Thomas, and Cruz Bay in St. John, where guidelines 

on development allow the areas’ important landmarks to retain 

a historic feel. A visit to any of these districts is like stepping into 

a bygone era; architectural styles, historic forts and churches, 

and private homes that have stood the test of time reflect 

the unique melding of the territory’s colonial roots—first as a 

possession of Denmark to its present-day distinction as a U.S. 

territory—with its Afro-Caribbean heritage. 

Traveling 

TIM
E
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Charlotte Amalie, settled in 1666, was 

originally named “Taphus,” the Danish 

word for “tavern.” It was renamed 

Charlotte Amalie in 1691 after Denmark’s 

Queen Charlotte. 

It’s here, just outside the island’s 

famed shopping district, that you’ll 

find Fort Christian, built in 1672 and 

named for King Christian V. The fort 

was constructed by Simon Lamar, an 

indentured stonemason, under Danish 

Governor Jørgen Iversen to protect 

the port and the town. In the centuries 

since, Fort Christian has served as 

the government seat, a church, and 

a prison whose most famous inmate 

was the English pirate Bartholomew 

Sharp, who did time there and 

eventually died at the prison in 1702. 

The best way to experience the fort 

today is by guided tour. 

Across the street from the fort, the 

Legislature of the Virgin Islands building 

is another historic landmark, built in 1828 

as Danish police barracks. The building 

was modified extensively in 1884 and 

the courtyard played host to the March 

31, 1917 transfer ceremony when the U.S. 

bought the Virgin Islands from Denmark 

for a sum of $25 million. Visitors are 

welcome to attend legislative sessions 

here, or may simply stroll the beautiful 

grounds and learn about the property via 

strategically placed informative signage. 

The St. Thomas Synagogue, 

officially dedicated in 1833 after fires 

destroyed earlier iterations dating back 

to 1803, is the oldest continually used 

synagogue under the American flag, 

and the second oldest in the western 

hemisphere. The synagogue is one of 

only five in the world with sand floors, a 

practice that honors the efforts of the 

congregation’s founders to muffle the 

sounds of their prayers. Another church 

with significant roots is the Frederick 

Lutheran Church, a congregation that 

was founded in 1666. The present-day 

church’s open arms-style staircase 

harkens back to the Danish design of 

1826, when it was built. Both churches 

welcome visitors. 

Famous impressionist painter Camille 

Pissarro was born on St. Thomas in 1830, 

and today you can visit his birthplace 

right on Main Street in Charlotte Amalie. 

Tucked among the area’s famed jewelry 

shops, boutiques, and other stores, the 

museum is an oasis displaying Pissarro’s 

Caribbean-inspired works alongside 

other pieces by local artists. 

Other Charlotte Amalie points of 

interest include Emancipation Park, 

where the Emancipation Proclamation 

abolishing slavery was read in 1848, and 

The Grand Hotel, built in 1841, which 

hosted Eleanor Roosevelt for a 1932 trip 

to the island. 

ST. THOMAS

Left hand page:  

Virgin Islands Legislature building

All images below:  

Fort Christian, St. Thomas
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The quaint town of Cruz Bay that today 

welcomes all visitors who arrive to St. 

John by ferry was first measured and 

plotted by Danish Crown Surveyor Julius 

Philip Benjamin von Rohr in 1766. The 

town’s layout and official boundaries 

remain the same today, centuries later, 

but many of its historic structures are 

vernacular wooden cottages that could 

easily be dismissed by the untrained 

eye. Tucked behind signs of modern 

progress like restaurants and bars is the 

Beverhoudt cemetery, where members 

of Cruz Bay’s Free Colored population 

were laid to rest in the 19th century. One 

of the identifiable graves belongs to 

Sarah Elizabeth Martin, who was freed 

sometime prior to 1797 and died on 

August 1, 1858, and another is the resting 

place of one of Sarah’s 11 children, Ann 

Louisa von Beverhoudt, who died in 1879. 

ST. JOHN
Frederick Lutheran Church
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Walking tours of Frederiksted and 

Christiansted are a must when you 

visit St. Croix. 

Frederiksted was settled in 1751, 

then rebuilt in 1878 after the Fireburn 

labor riot, when torches were used to 

burn buildings and plantations. Fort 

Fredrik, built in 1752 to protect the 

port and its citizens, today houses a 

museum providing a look into colonial 

life. The fort’s red walls are similar to 

St. Thomas’s Fort Christian, giving it 

a decidedly different look than the 

notable yellow that dominates  

St. Croix’s other historic fort. 

Christiansted, on the island’s north 

shore, is where you’ll find the formidable 

yellow walls of Fort Christiansvaern. The 

town was settled in 1735 and the fort 

was built in 1738 to protect the harbor, 

a prime shipping and receiving port for 

the island’s primary export of molasses, 

which was shipped to North America 

and Europe to be distilled into rum. 

The fort housed at least one very 

notable prisoner—16-year-old Rachel 

Buck, future mother of Alexander 

Hamilton, who was jailed for refusing to 

live in an arranged marriage. 

Nearby you’ll find the Danish West 

India and Guinea Company warehouse, 

where a young orphaned Alexander 

Hamilton apprenticed prior to his 

immigration to New York in 1774. The 

Scale House and Danish Customs House, 

once the site where import and export 

taxes were paid based upon weight, 

are both beautiful examples of Danish 

architecture, complete with welcoming 

arms staircases and yellow exteriors 

with green and white trim. These 

buildings and Fort Christiansvaern are 

all part of the National Park Service and 

are open to visitors during regular hours. 

Preserved as national treasures, a walk 

through these towns and landmarks 

gives visitors deep insight into island life, 

culture, and the stories of the people 

who called these islands home more 

than a century ago. 

ST. CROIX

Fort Frederick, photographed in 1941 by 

Jack Delano, Library of Congress

The American flag flies at the V.I. LegislatureVirgin Islands Legislature building
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For about 250 years, the Virgin Islands 

was under Danish colonial rule, a history 

that continues to foster ties between 

Denmark and the territory today. These 

historical connections have made the 

Virgin Islands an attractive destination 

for Danes who come to the islands in 

search of their country’s history. 

Anna Monica’s official title of “tour 

guide” with Stjernegaard Rejser, a 

Danish travel company, belies the 

comprehensive, immersive experience 

she gives to her guests. A native of 

St. Croix, Anna Monica was living on 

St. Thomas in the 1980s when she met 

a Danish man who would become her 

husband. The couple moved to Denmark 

where she embraced Danish culture 

with open arms, learned the language, 

and fully immersed herself. In 2008, 

Anna Monica returned to St. Thomas 

to help care for her ailing mother 

and through a series of events she 

calls “serendipitous,” the opportunity 

arose for her to combine her unique 

knowledge of Denmark and the Virgin 

Islands as a historical tour guide for 

Stjernegaard Rejser.

Drawing on the oral histories and 

knowledge of the Virgin Islanders who 

were a part of her upbringing, Anna 

Monica gradually supplemented her 

tours with insight she gained while 

reviewing historical accounts written 

in Danish, attending lectures by Danish 

historians and architects, and engaging 

in conversation with people interested in 

Virgin Islands history. Anna Monica says 

it’s the stories that were never written, 

but rather passed down by word of 

mouth from generation to generation, 

that fascinate her the most. She seeks 

out the overlap between oral history, 

which is often full of emotion, and the 

written record, which is full of detail. It’s 

this combination of heartfelt personal 

accounts and factual historic details, of 

Virgin Islands history entertwined with 

a Danish perspective, that makes Anna 

Monica’s tours uniquely relevant. 

By Leah Hanson 

Bridging 
the gap

While the Virgin Islands is well known for its abounding beauty, the islands have 
much more to offer than what meets the eye. Virgin Islander Anna Monica Villa brings 

a unique perspective to connecting visitors with the islands’ culture and history. 
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West Indian culture and the island’s flora and 

fauna also influence Anna Monica’s tours. Her 

guests commend her for the small touches that 

add so much to their island experience, like a stop 

at Gladys’ Café, where the friendly proprietor for 

whom the restaurant is named displays a bounty of 

fruits that are in season on her mahogany counter. 

“She’ll have the fruits spread out which is 

a delight for the eyes, and she makes all kinds 

of drinks from local fruits,” says Anna Monica. 

“Gladys offers us a beautiful stage on which to 

explore local culinary traditions. By displaying 

everything from scotch bonnet peppers to 

soursop, from ground provisions to mango, she 

makes it easy for us talk about food.”

Anna Monica offers two distinct tours on 

St. Thomas—one around the island, and one through 

the historic district of Charlotte Amalie. The tour 

through town starts outside of Fort Christian, 

constructed in 1672, and includes visits to attractions 

like 99 Steps. Anna Monica includes contemporary 

features of the island as well, like a stop at My 

Brother’s Workshop, an organization that mentors 

at-risk youth, giving her guests the opportunity to 

experience positive change that’s occurring in the 

territory. She’s always on the hunt for ways to further 

enrich her tours, like when a group of Danish folk 

dancers wanted to come to the V.I.

“We had events on St. Thomas and St. Croix 

where Danish and Virgin Islands folk dancers 

displayed their dance traditions and invited one 

another to dance,” Anna Monica says. “It was 

possible to see that many of their dance moves are 

similar. Traces of Danish culture is evident in Virgin 

Islands food, music, and dance, and the Danes are 

excited by their commonalities.” 

Present-day tourists are making more and more 

of an effort to seek out authentic experiences, and 

Anna Monica’s unique background lends her tours 

a kind of unprecedented legitimacy. In the future, 

Anna Monica says she looks forward to growing 

her tours to incorporate even more aspects of 

local culture, like agriculture and dance. 

“The past is interesting in helping us understand 

what a truly fascinating place the Virgin Islands is, 

but our interpretation of the past is so important in 

helping us to chart the future,” she says.
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Mountain Top

Estate St. Peter, St. Thomas

340-774-2400

www.mountaintopvi.com 

Bird’s Eye View
At 1,500 feet above sea level, the 

views from Mountain Top are truly 

awe-inspiring. Soaring vistas of world 

renowned Magens Bay and other islands 

and cays captivate. Take in the beauty 

of St. John, the British Virgin Islands, 

and countless tiny cays peeking out 

above the luminous turquoise waters 

from Mountain Top’s comfortable and 

expansive observation deck. 

Before you settle in to gaze upon 

Mother Nature’s magnificent work, head 

to the bar for a world-famous Mountain 

Top banana daiquiri. This delightfully 

tropical libation is said to have been 

concocted in 1953 by the famous British 

sea captain, George Soule, who set 

sail from his native Barbados in search 

of the ultimate Caribbean cocktail. 

Tasting his way up the island chain, 

it wasn’t until he reached Mountain 

Top on St. Thomas that success was 

achieved with a fresh ripe banana, 

sugar cane extract, fresh lime juice, and 

a homemade secret banana liqueur, 

mixed of course with the islands’ own 

Cruzan rum. The refreshing cocktail that 

stopped Captain Soule in his tracks pairs 

perfectly today with relaxing moments 

watching puffy clouds cast dappled 

shadows on the sea far below. 

Mountain Top boasts much more 

than an unprecedented view and their 

sweet and delicious banana daiquiri. 

As a tourist destination for more than 

50 years, Mountain Top has perfected 

the visitor experience. Sidle up to the 

bar on a banana leaf stool, and take 

home the souvenir drink glass to serve 

as a memory of your time here. Snap 

some pics with one of the life-size pirate 

statues, then easily share them to your 

social network with Mountain Top’s free 

Wi-Fi. Pick up gifts and souvenirs from 

the island’s largest selection of duty free 

offerings under one roof. With fun local 

souvenirs, T-shirts, beachwear, island-

style clothing, hats and accessories 

for men, women, and children, fine 

and fashion jewelry, snacks, and a full 

selection of Cruzan Rum, there really  

is something for everyone. 

Mick Kollins
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A Team and Family Fun Adventure
It’s no secret that team building is one 

of the most important investments you 

can make in your business. Research 

proves that team building can impact 

the bottom line. This valuable pursuit 

requires you to think outside the box to 

unite your associates in an activity that’s 

both fun and engaging. Even better if 

you can accomplish this goal in tandem 

with a beautiful Caribbean vacation, 

right? Well now you can with The Tropical 

Treasure Hunt, a venture formed with 

corporate team building in mind by an 

experienced practitioner in the industrial/

organizational psychology field. 

The Tropical Treasure Hunt is akin 

to escape rooms that have exploded 

in popularity recently, but the team-

building aspect of these activities is 

where the similarities end. The Tropical 

Treasure Hunt allows you and your 

employees to come together and 

problem solve while enjoying some of 

the best attractions on St. Thomas. Find 

clues indoors and outdoors across the 

island with the help of an adventure 

pack containing tools to help you 

solve the puzzles. The hunt is fun and 

engaging while encouraging teams 

to demonstrate communication, time 

management, and leadership skills. It is a 

completely unique way for you to boost 

morale while giving your employees the 

experience of a lifetime. 

Of course, The Tropical Treasure Hunt 

isn’t limited to corporate events. This 

activity is a great way for you and your 

wedding party to bond before the big 

day, or for families to spend quality time 

together while on vacation. It’s even a hit 

among the local residents who applaud 

the experience for allowing them to 

explore their island in a fun new way. The 

Tropical Treasure Hunt will customize 

your day based on your preferences, so 

get out of your comfort zone and work 

together with co-workers, friends, or 

family to hunt for clues in an experience 

that’s sure to be the highlight of your 

time in the Virgin Islands. 

The Tropical Treasure Hunt

786-296-8800

www.tropicaltreasurehunt.com 
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One instrument of healing that was 

used—puppets. St. Thomas mental 

health professional Joan Bennett revived 

Iggi the Iguana, a character who first 

came to life in a production created 

in the aftermath of Hurricane Marilyn, 

which devastated the V.I. in 1995. Iggi, 

whose tale sees him facing losses similar 

to those experienced by the territory’s 

residents, is left without the means to 

express his feelings when his friend, 

a young child, shuts down due to the 

trauma he experienced. Iggi seeks 

counsel from Ivan the Wise, a much 

older iguana who encourages the young 

iguana to shift the focus on his problems 

and reframe them as part of a whole. 

Joan also partnered with fellow 

St. Thomas mental health professional 

Anne Nayer for an eight-week workshop 

of dance, yoga, dramatic performance, 

music, and puppet making. 

“What part of it was healing?” asks 

Anne. “All of it. The dance was a post-

hurricane dance, and yoga was involved 

in helping the kids learn to calm down, to 

find a peaceful place in a stressful time.” 

“The kids got to talk about 
what they were going 
through during the storms 
while they were making 
the puppets and putting  
on the show,” says Anne. 

“I wanted to make 
paintings that refer or 
relate to the devastation 
and power of the sea 
and sky, but still retain 
the beauty that shines 
throughout our islands  
in spite of the turmoil  
and troubles,” says the artist.

The program was supported by 

Pistarckle Theater and the Community 

Foundation of the Virgin Islands, and 

was eventually taken into local schools, 

community groups, and Head Start 

centers, providing outreach to hundreds of 

children who were affected by the storms. 

Well-established individual artists 

tapped into their creativity as a means of 

healing. St. John artist Janet Cook-Rutnik 

gathered books and household items 

strewn about by the winds and gave them 

new life by painting designs and using 

them in three-dimensional installations. 

Internationally recognized painter W.B. 

Thompson displayed vibrant new works 

at St. Thomas’s Mango Tango Art Gallery. 

The series, titled “Unbroken Territory,” 

combines depictions of a punished 

landscape with bright colors, inspiring 

feelings of hope and better days ahead. 
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“We got to thinking that 
a lot of the stress and 
anxiety we’re facing is 
very similar to PTSD,”  

says Priscilla. “We wondered, how could 

we take that project and emulate it in a 

way that helps our community.” 

Hintz said she saw children and 

adults find a moment to breathe as they 

came together at long tables covered 

with mask-making materials and focused 

on their individual mask designs. Pop up 

mask-making workshops appeared at 

numerous public events, increasing the 

project’s outreach. 

“Participants were encouraged to 

imagine new identities, new selves, 

new ways of being in the storms’ 

aftermath,” says Priscilla. “The masks 

were displayed as a temporary public 

art project around the island during the 

St. John Festival season.” 

A selection of 45 masks were 

displayed at the U.S. Department of the 

Interior Library in Washington D.C. in 

2018, and a documentary film and book 

about the project are in the works. 
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